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Abstract
In a knockout experiment one or more genes in an organism has been
made inoperative to learn about the genes that has been sequenced, but
have an unknown or incompletely known function. Knockout experiments
are a performed in a laboratory and are a difficult and time-consuming
task. In our research we investigate if we can predict (in)dependencies
by looking for causal relations in measured yeast cell expressions. Research on causal effects has given us a method to predict the effect of one
variable on another [CH11] [EHS13]. We will use a combination of the described methods to predict (in)dependencies in the measured expressions.
We propose an algorithm that uses the correlation coefficient and partial
correlation of the measured expression data to calculate (in)dependencies.
To compare our predictions we use data from a knockout experiment, provided by Hughes et al. [HMJ+ 00]. To verify our proposed algorithm on
a larger scale we use artificial simulation data. We use multiple steps in
our algorithm and at each step we try to find a combination of thresholds
that works best. Doing so will tell us whether the full algorithm can find
a sufficient amount of dependencies. We found that the proposed method
does not give a good prediction of gene (in-)dependencies. It is possible
that this outcome was caused by the type of simulation that we have used
to verify our algorithm.
Keywords: Causal relations, gene knockout, DAG
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Introduction

Knockouts are genetically engineered organisms that carry one or more genes
that have been made inoperative (knocked out). Often knockouts are performed
on mice as they are the laboratory species that are most related to humans. Researchers draw inferences from the differences of the knockout organism and the
normal individuals [dSdBAM07]. The effect of a knockout performed on mice,
can vary from a physical effect such as hair growth to its behaviour in certain circumstances. Knockouts are performed for research purposes to learn
about the genes that have been sequenced, but have an unknown or incompletely known function. An example of such research is finding a cure for a
particular disease. These cures often target particular genes. This may result
in unexpected behaviour as these genes can have a relation with other genes
[SIB+ 12]. When dependencies of genes are known, researchers can target genes
that supposedly cause the effect they are looking for. Doing so will decrease
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the amount of necessary knockout experiments. In our research we tried to find
dependencies in gene expression measurements by looking at causal relations.
We present an algorithm and apply it to artificial simulated data. We found
that the proposed algorithm does not work on the simulated data that we have
used. The software we created for this paper is available online at http://www.
dannyhendrix.com/research/predicting_gene_knockout_effects/src/.

1.1

Related work

Maathuis et al. [MCKB10] showed that they can create a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) from gene expression measurements to find causal relations. They also
showed that this DAG can be used to predict which genes will be strongest affected by the knockout. Claassen and Heskes [CH11] and Entner et al. [EHS13]
describe how to infer causal relationships from a DAG. Entner et al. provide a
method that allows us to infer the effect of a gene knockout from the observed
data. In this paper we describe an algorithm that we have developed to find
relations in a set of measured gene expressions. This algorithm uses a combination of the described methods in Claassen and Heskes and Entner et al.. To
verify our algorithm we use artificial simulated data and data from a knockout
experiment, provided by Hughes et al. [HMJ+ 00]. The observational dataset
contained gene expression measurements from over 5361 genes for 63 samples.

1.2

Organization of the paper

In Section 2 we describe the algorithm that we have developed. This is supported with background information from Claassen and Heskes and Entner et
al. Section 3 describes how we have implemented the algorithm and how we performed tests. We will show why our algorithm was unsuccessful when applied
to the simulated data. In Section 4 we purpose topics of interest for further
research.
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Theoretical background

Dependencies between genes are modeled via a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
We will use the definition of a DAG from [CH10, Section 2]. All the edges in
a DAG are directed. This means that edges between nodes are represented by
arrows that point in one direction(→). A DAG may not contain cycles. A path
V1 , . . . , Vi between nodes V0 and Vn consists out of a sequence of distinct nodes,
connected by edges. Every node in the path is connected by either Vi → Vi+1
or Vi ← Vi+1 where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. A directed path is a path where the edges
between nodes in the path all follow the direction of the arrows. A node Vi is a
ancestor of node Vj (and Vj descendant of Vi ) when there is a directed path
from Vi to Vj or Vi = Vj . In our research, we will use a causal DAG. In this
DAG a directed path shows a causal relation. A causal relation is denoted as
x ⇒ y, so x causes y. Absence of such path means there is no causal relation,
this is denoted as x ⇏ y.
Nodes can also have dependencies in a DAG. A dependency between node x
and y is denoted by x ̸ y and independence by x á y. Conditional independence is denoted by x á y ∣ Z. This means that x is independent of y given a
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set Z. In a DAG, x and y are conditional independent of Z when every path
between x and y is blocked by Z[EHS13, Definition 1]. A path can be blocked
by:
 A chain vi → vk → vj or a fork vi ← vk → vj with vk ∈ Z
 A collider vi → vk ← vj such that neither vk or any of its descendants are
in Z

A more specific version of conditional independence is minimal conditional
(in)dependence. With the concept of minimal conditional (in)dependence,
brackets are used to describe that everything between the brackets is needed to
make two variables (in)dependent. The the formula for this is[CH11]:
x á y ∣ Q ∪ [P] ≡ ∀P ′ ⊊ P((x ̸ y ∣ Q ∪ P ′ ) ∧ (x á y ∣ Q ∪ P))
x ̸ y ∣ Q ∪ [P] ≡ ∀P ′ ⊊ P((x á y ∣ Q ∪ P ′ ) ∧ (x ̸ y ∣ Q ∪ P))
Both [CH11] and [EHS13] present rules that allow us to infer causal relations
from our data. We will work with the model from [EHS13]. In this model we
have a causal DAG over a set V = {x, y} ∪ W. The set W forms our measured
data, x resembles a gene knockout and y the outcome. We will also use the
variable w to denote an element from the set W. We also use a set Z where
Z ⊆ W /{w}. To use the formulas from both articles, we have to make the
following assumptions about the graph:
1. Faithfulness: all independences in the graph are due to its structure
2. y does not cause x
3. x and y are not causal ancestors of any variables in W
Formula R1 from [EHS13, Section 3] describes the situation where x changes
the dependency between w and y. It is defined as:
If there exists a variable w ∈ W and a set Z ⊆ W /{w} such that
w á y ∣ Z ∪ [{x}], then x has a causal effect on y and the effect is
found by back-door adjustment with a given admissible set Z ∈ W.
In our situation, we use the basic form with Z = ∅ to simplify the computation.
This means we apply this formula with the three nodes x,y and z. Because the
effect is found by back-door adjustment[EHS13, Section 1], we have the situation
where P (y ∣ x) = P (y ∣ knockout(x)) holds. This means that the effects of a
gene knockout are predictable by analysing the data. This makes formula R1
important because it shows us the situation where we can infer the effects of a
gene knockout purely from the data. We will refer to this formula as R1. We
can only use this formula in the situation where we can meet our assumptions.
To comply with assumption 2 and 3, we have to satisfy the following conditions:
 Assumption 2: y ⇏ x
 Assumption 3 states that x and y do not cause anything in W. In our
basic case we work with only three variables: x, y and w. We need to
show that x ⇏ w and y ⇏ w
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To check the assumptions, we can use Lemma 2 from [CH11, Section 3.1]. Part
2 of Lemma 2 from this article states that:
When w ̸ y ∣ Z ∪ [{x}] then x ⇏ w ∧ x ⇏ y ∧ x ⇏ Z
In our case, Z = ∅. With this formula we have shown that x ⇏ w, which we
needed for assumption 3. We can then swap x and y in this formula to be able
to test that assumption 2 holds. The formula is: if w ̸ x ∣ Z ∪ [{y}] then
y ⇏ w ∧ y ⇏ x. We now know that y ⇏ x and we know that y ⇏ w from
assumption 3.

3

Data analysis

In the previous section we combined formulas which we can use to infer relationships from our data. The basic form of those formulas are explained there
and we used those in our analysis. By using the basic form of the formula we
have the advantage that we do not need to construct a complete DAG of all the
variables. We keep it basic by picking three variables: x, y and w from the set
of measured genes.
To test whether the formulas work in practice, we will analyse simulated
data and observed yeast cell data from [HMJ+ 00]. The observed yeast cell
data contains 63 samples with 5362 measured genes. To verify the results, the
data includes the results of 234 knock-out experiments. With the simulated
data we will use the same amount of genes but vary in the amount of samples.
The advantage of the simulated data is that we can retrieve all (conditional)
(in)dependences in the data with 100% certainty. We will use this to be able
to automatically verify the results of steps in our algorithm. With the observed
yeast cell data we can only check the final result by hand as explained in Section 3.3. The format of the observed data is a 2D matrix with real numbers.
Each column represents a particular gene and each row contains the samples
from a yeast cell. So the observed yeast cell data was measured using 63 different
yeast cells.
The algorithm specifies that we need to know whether genes are dependent
on each other. To do this we used the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient[Was04], also known as correlation coefficient. The formula for
this is:
m
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In this formula, n is the amount of samples, m the amount of genes, xi the value
of sample i from gene x and yi is sample i of gene y. If x and y are independent,
we expect that ρxy = 0; if they are dependent, in general ρxy ≠ 0. Using this
formula, we can calculate the conditional independence via[Mui09, Page 194,
Problem 5.18]:
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ρxy⋅z = √

ρxy − ρxz ⋅ ρzy
(1 − ρ2xz ) ⋅ (1 − ρ2zy )

Both formulas yield a number between +1 and -1 inclusive. The difference
between a positive and negative value is what will happen when one of the
two input variables change. We are only interested in whether there exist a
correlation between the two so we can make predictions about causal relations.
Since we do not need the information about positive or negative correlations we
take the absolute value of the result of the functions.
Because our algorithm is defined using yes/no (in)dependences we need to
filter the results. We create 4 thresholds for this:
 Lower threshold to determine independences, denoted as θi
 Upper threshold to determine dependencies, denoted as θd
 Lower threshold to determine conditional independences, denoted as θci
 Upper threshold to determine conditional dependences, denoted as θcd

We have chosen to use lower and upper bounds to create a gap for uncertain
values. By using only combinations that are included within the bounds we will
yield stronger conclusions.

3.1

Simulation

To test our algorithm, we use simulated data. The simulated data contains the
original DAG so we can query whether genes are really (conditional) independent
or not using the Bayesball algorithm [Sha98]. Using those results we can verify
whether the data derived by using the thresholds is correct. The simulated data
was provided by our supervisor Joris Mooij and is simulated as follows [Moo13]:
First, a random directed acyclic graph representing the true causal structure was
built. Specifically, for each node (from top to bottom), the number of parents
of that node was chosen randomly (between 0 and 3), and the parents were
selected out of the set of all previous nodes. Then, for each edge, the strength
of the interaction was sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero.
The weights were rescaled so that in expectation, each variable has a variance of
1 (taking into account additive standard-normal noise for each variable). Then,
intervention data were simulated for the first variables in the causal ordering,
sequentially setting each of them to a random value (uniformly sampled on (-4,2)) and simulating a single corresponding data point. Using the known graph
structure in combination with the Bayesball algorithm [Sha98], the ground truth
(conditional) (in)dependences were calculated.

3.2

Algorithm implementation

Our algorithm is composed out of the formulas described in Section 2. Our
input data, the observed yeast cell data, is a matrix of real numbers where the
columns represent the yeast cells and the rows contain samples of each gene.
We apply our algorithm on this and we eventually get a matrix that tells us
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whether a knockout on gene x will have an effect on gene y. Our algorithm will
express this as a factor of certainty.
A naive implementation of the algorithm can be very computationally intensive. In this subsection we will describe the implementation of our algorithm.
The main steps are:
1. Calculate dependencies ∣ρxy ∣ and store the values.
2. Store all cases where x ⇏ y.
3. Determine whether R1 holds for each pair of genes x and y. So when R1
holds we know that knocking out gene x will have an effect on y.
The reason we used multiple steps was to prevent repetition of common calculations. By doing the calculation in multiple steps we can store and re-use
intermediate results instead of re-calculating them. It also allows us to verify intermediate results when using the simulated data. The main algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 1. The following subsections describe the individual functions.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for finding dependencies in observed expression data
dependencies ← CalcAllDependencies(observedData)
noCauseXY ← CalcNoCauseXY
conclusions ← Conclusions
conclusions ← PostProcess(conclusions)

3.2.1

Dependences

As shown earlier in this section, the correlation coefficient was used to determine
the dependencies between two genes x and y. Since the dependencies between
genes are queried a lot in our algorithm we pre-calculate all of them. We know
that ∣ρxy ∣ = ∣ρyx ∣ and ∣ρxx ∣ = 1. This means that the matrix of all combinations
of ∣ρxy ∣ can be stored as a single dimension array with size n(n−1)
. The position
2
x(x−1)
of an index x, y in this array is calculated by 2 + y where x > y.
To calculate the correlation coefficient we created a gene data structure. The
sum of all samples in a gene is stored in genesum . The sum of squares is stored
in genesumof squares . An individual sample i is stored in genei . By doing those
calculations once we made the correlation coefficient more efficient to calculate.
The resulting formula is:
∑i=1 (xi yi ) −
m

ρxy = √

(xsumsquares −

xsum ⋅ysum
n

x2sum
) ⋅ (ysumsquares
n

−

2
ysum
)
n

To translate from the notation from the algorithm to actual data, x ̸ y is true
when ∣ρxy ∣ > θd . x á y is true when ∣ρxy ∣ < θi . When the value of ∣ρxy ∣ is between
the two bounds we consider it as unknown. This is represented in pseudo-code
in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for calculating dependencies
function CalcAllDependencies(observedData)
for x,y in gene-count do
if x < y then
dependencies[(y(y-1)/2+x)] ← ∣ρxy ∣
end if
end for
return dependencies
end function
dependencies ← CalcAllDependencies(observedData)
function GetDependency(geneNumX,geneNumY)
▷ Returns ∣ρxy ∣
if geneNumX == geneNumY then
return 1.0
else
if y > x then
SwapValues(geneNumX,geneNumY)
end if
return dependencies[(geneNumX(geneNumX-1)/2+geneNumY)]
end if
end function
function IsIndependent(geneNumX,geneNumY)
▷ Returns x á y
return GetDependency(geneNumX,geneNumY) < θi
end function
3.2.2

Minimal dependences

As explained in Section 2, w ̸ x ∣ [y] holds when w á x and w ̸ x ∣ y. This
means that y ⇏ w ∧ y ⇏ x. In our algorithm we constantly need to check
assumption 2 and 3. To determine whether y ⇏ w we need to make sure that
w á x is the case and that there exists a w such that w ̸ x ∣ y. We know
w ̸ x ∣ y holds when ∣ρwxy ∣ > θcd . This is represented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Algorithm for calculating conditional dependencies
function MinConditionalDependent(w,x,y)
▷ w ̸ x ∣ [y]
return IsIndependent(w,x) and ∣ρwxy ∣ > θcd
end function
For each combination of (x, y) ∈ W 2 we store: #{w ∈ W ∶ x ≠ y ∧ x ≠ w ∧ y ≠
w ∧ w á y ∧ w ̸ y ∣ x} as x ⇏ w. This is done in Algorithm 4. We do count the
amount of times we conclude this to determine the strength of the conclusion
later on.
3.2.3

Conclusions

By using the pre-calculated data from previous sections, we can calculate the
conclusions. To conclude that R1 holds for a pair x, y we need check our assumptions. We only need to calculate the end result, w á y ∣ [x], so we know
x ⇒ y. The set of conclusions is:
{(x, y, w) ∈ W 3 ∶ x ⇒ y ∣ x ≠ y∧x ≠ w∧y ≠ w∧x ⇏ w∧y ⇏ w∧y ⇏ x∧w á y ∣ [x]}
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm for calculating conditional dependencies
function CalcNoCauseXY
for x,y in gene-count do
for w in gene-count do
if x != y and x != w and w !=y then
noCauseXY[x][y] ← 0
if MinConditionalDependent(w, y, x) then
noCauseXY[x][y] ← noCauseXY[x][y] + 1
end if
end if
end for
end for
return noCauseXY
end function
noCauseXY ← CalcNoCauseXY
function xNoCauseY(x,y)
return noCauseXY[x][y] > 0
end function

In our research we added a heuristic score to each conclusion. The score shows
how strong we believe the conclusion is. It is calculated as follows:
∣ρwy ∣ ⋅ (1 − ∣ρwyx ∣)(x ⇏ w + y ⇏ w + y ⇏ x)
The x ⇏ w is the amount of times we found this result as explained in Section 3.2.2. The higher the value of the score, the stronger the conclusion. Algorithm 5 shows the implementation of calculating the conclusion strength.
Algorithm 5 Calculating conclusion strength factor
function GetFactor(w,y,x)
pair ← GetDependency(w,y)
if pair <= θd then
return 0.0
▷ Pair needs to be dependent
end if
triple ← ∣ρwyx ∣
if triple >= θci then
▷ Triple needs to be independent
return 0.0
else
return (1.0 − triple) ⋅ pair
end if
end function
The conclusions function returns a conclusion matrix as shown in Algorithm 6. A value of 0 means that a gene knockout on x has no effect on y
according to our algorithm.
Using relations found in the conclusions, additional verifications can be
made. For example, the causal relations in a DAG must be acyclic and transitive
[CH11, Proposition 1]. Using extra post-processing we can filter the conclusions
that are part of a failed post-processing test. We negate the score of conclusions
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Algorithm 6 Calculating conclusions
function Conclusions
for x,y,w in gene-count do
conclusions[x][y] ← 0.0
if x != y and x != w and w !=y then
if xNoCauseY(x,w) and xNoCauseY(y,w) and xNoCauseY(y,x) then
factor ← GetFactor(w,y,x)
strength ← factor ⋅ noCauseXY[x][w] + factor ⋅ noCauseXY[y][w] + factor ⋅ noCauseXY[y][x]
if strength > conclusions[x][y] then
conclusions[x][y] ← strength
end if
end if
end if
end for
return conclusions
end function

that are involved in a failed post-processing test. We apply the acyclicity and
transitivity test on the inferred conclusions:
1. We check the acyclicity of the conclusions. So when we conclude that a
gene knockout on x has an effect on y we should not conclude the inverse
as well.
2. We check transitivity of the conclusions, so when a gene knockout on x
has an effect on y and a gene knockout on y has an effect on z we also
must conclude that a gene knockout on x has an effect on z.
When inferring conclusions we can use those values to check which part of our
conclusions might be contradicting. This post processing is shown in Algorithm 7.

3.3

Defining thresholds

One of the key problems with our method is finding the right thresholds. Our
algorithm needs to know whether genes are dependent or independent but the
correlation coefficient provides a real number. We have to set a certain threshold
to determine when the value is dependent or independent. To determine this
threshold we analysed the correlation coefficients of the data. Figure 1 shows
a histogram of the observed yeast cell correlation coefficients. The histogram
shows a typical normal distribution with a mean of -0.003 and standard deviation of 0.208. The analysed data that we have used from Hughes [HMJ+ 00] can
be used to verify our prediction. Figure 6 shows a correct and incorrect prediction. Analysing this data for every combination of genes would take a lot of
time as explained in Section 3.4.1. To determine the precision of our algorithm
we applied it on simulated data because we can check our results.
To prove that our algorithm works we have to find a correct combination
of thresholds. If we can find a combination of thresholds that works for the
9

Algorithm 7 Post processing conclusions
function MarkNegative(a)
a ← a >= 0.0? − a ∶ a
end function
function PostProcess(conclusions)
acyclicFails ← 0
transitivityFails ← 0
positiveConclusions ← 0
for x,y in gene-count do
if conclusions[x][y] ! = 0.0 and conclusions[y][x] ! = 0.0 then
MarkNegative(conclusions[x][y])
MarkNegative(conclusions[y][x])
acyclicFails ← acyclicFails +1
end if
if conclusions[x][y] ! = 0.0 then
for z in gene-count do
if conclusions[y][z] ! = 0.0 and conclusions[x][z] == 0.0 then
MarkNegative(conclusions[x][y])
MarkNegative(conclusions[y][z])
transitivityFails ← transitivityFails +1
end if
end for
end if
end for
for x,y in gene-count do
for x,y in gene count do
if conclusions[x][y] > 0 then
positiveConclusions ← positiveConclusions +1
end if
end for
end for
end function
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Figure 1: Histogram of the correlation coefficient values from observed yeast
cell data from [HMJ+ 00]
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Figure 2: Histogram of correlation coefficients of first 63 and 24576 samples
based on a simulated dataset of 24576 samples and 5362 genes
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Figure 3: Histogram of the partial correlations values of first 63 and 24576
samples. The data is based on a simulated dataset of 24576 samples and 5362
genes. Only the first 512 genes were used because computing all combinations
required too much resources
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simulated data we know that our algorithm works on that specific data set. Assuming the simulated data is representative for the real data, we then know that
our algorithm should work on the real data as well. As described in Section 2
we have 4 thresholds in total. We first looked at the correlation coefficients to
find the upper and lower threshold for correlations independencies and dependencies. We then looked at the partial correlations and performed the same
analysis. In the simulated data we tested with a various amount of samples to
see if our algorithm gets better with more samples.
3.3.1

Correlations

Figure 3 shows the histogram of the correlation coefficient of the measured data.
In the histogram we see that thresholds above 0.75 will not have much effect.
An interesting threshold combination for 24576 samples could be θi = 0.1 and
θd = 0.5 because we hope all the independencies have a low correlation coefficient
and the dependencies have a high correlation coefficient. The problem is that we
do not know the ratios from the observed yeast cell data. With our simulated
data we can split the dependencies and independencies in the graph while we
cannot do this with the observed data.
Figure 2 shows the correlation coefficients of the dependencies and independences in the simulated data. The graph shows the correlations with different
amounts of samples with a logarithmic y-scale. The lowest amount of samples
that we have tested is the amount of samples in our measured data (63). The
highest amount is 24576 samples. The graph shows that in both the dependencies and independencies the correlations peaks at 0. This makes it difficult to
find the correct threshold since almost all data overlaps. It shows that when
you take more samples the difference between dependence and independence
gets slightly bigger. The graph of 63 samples should be representative for the
measured yeast cell data. Since basically all dependencies and independencies
overlap it is not possible to do a good prediction based on thresholds with this
amount of samples. The extreme case with 24576 samples still shows that almost
all dependences and independences are around the 0 area. The independencies
graph is a lot smaller compared to the dependencies graph. It could be enough
to produce some correct results.
In the next step we have compared the thresholds that are most likely to
find the least amount of wrong predictions. Figure 4 shows the percentage
of correct and incorrect dependencies and independencies. The most accurate
thresholds we found for the correlations coefficients is θi = 0.05 and θd = 0.6.
With these thresholds, around 30% of our predicted independencies were correct
and 3% was wrong. For the remaining 70% we predicted neither a independence
nor a dependency. About 10% of the predicted dependencies was correct. A
prediction is considered wrong if we predict it to be an in-dependency but it
is actual a dependency. Or if we predict a dependency but it is actually an
in-dependency. The actual numbers can be found in appendix B.
3.3.2

Partial correlations

We did the same analysis over the partial correlations. Figure 3 shows the
histogram of partial correlations in the simulated data. The graph shows the
partial correlations of 63 and 24576 samples with a logarithmic y-scale. We have
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Figure 4: Thresholds applied to correlation coefficients
limited the amount of genes to 512 because of the high amount of computational
resources it would require to calculate all combinations of 3 genes at a time.
In the partial correlations we see that there is a lot of overlap between
dependencies and independencies. This makes it very difficult to set correct
thresholds. We have again increased the amount of sample to investigate if we
get a better prediction when we have more samples available. Even if we increase the amount of samples to 24576 we are unable to make a good distinction.
Figure 4 shows the percentage of correct and incorrect dependencies and independencies. We found that with thresholds close to θci = 0.01 and θcd = 0.04 we
find the least amount of wrong conclusions. Appendix B shows the actual numbers of the most interesting threshold combinations. We were unable to find a
threshold combination with less then 70% wrong predicted dependencies. This
means that most of the predicted dependencies are not a real dependency. If we
look at the graph in Figure 3 we can explain this. In general, dependencies and
independencies are close to 0 in our data, making it hard to distinguish them.
This means that when setting a threshold we will get a lot of wrong predictions.

3.4
3.4.1

Conclusions
Observed data

We have done limited analysis of the observed data. This was due to the problem
that for each conclusion we had to observe a graph and determine by hand
whether the conclusion is correct or not. Two examples are shown in Figure 6.
To verify the results we need to make a scatter plot with the samples of one
gene on the x-axis and the samples of the other gene on the y-axis. Using the
data from the interventions we can add an additional point in the graph. In
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Figure 5: Thresholds applied to partial correlations
Figure 6, the scatter plot on the left shows that the intervention data point is
in line with the direction of the scatter plot. This plot draws a rough line from
the left bottom to the right top of the graph and the intervention point is in
this line. Since that point is there, we know that the gene 83 will have an effect
on gene 4260 when it is knocked out. In the right plot there is a rough line from
the left top to the right bottom. The intervention point is outside this line so
this gene 2017 was not affected by a knockout of gene 119. Since doing all the
comparisons by hand required too much time we focussed our analysis on the
simulated data.
3.4.2

Simulated data

We analysed the simulated data with 24576 samples and 5362 genes. Calculating the actual minimal conditional independence costs a lot of processing
power (O(n3 )). We limited ourselves to the first 512 genes due to computational complexity. This gives us 261632 possible conclusions. We queried the
simulated data on the (in)dependencies and conditional (in)dependencies. We
applied our algorithm on this data to derive relations. We then compared these
results with various thresholds to see which threshold gave the best results. The
data contains 113104 combinations where x has an effect on y according to R1
and 148528 combinations where the inverse holds. This means that when our
algorithm says that there are no effects on genes at all the results are already
56,8% correct.
For example when we take θi = 0.05, θcd = 0.04, θd = 0.6 and θci = 0.01 we
get the following results. At the step where we derive that x ⇏ y:
 We conclude correct that x ⇏ y: 7557
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Figure 6: Gene 83 causes gene 4260 (left) and gene 119 does not cause gene
2017(right)
 We conclude correct that x ⇏ y does not hold: 101821
 We conclude that x ⇏ y does not hold but in fact it does: 105547
 We conclude that x ⇏ y does hold while in fact it does not: 46707

In the final conclusion:
 We conclude correct that x has an effect on y according to R1 and not
marked negative: 0.
 We conclude correct that x has no effect on y according to R1 and not
marked negative : 148420
 We conclude correct that x has an effect on y according to R1 and marked
negative: 0.
 We conclude incorrect that x has an effect on y according to R1 and
marked negative: 65.
 We conclude incorrect that x has an effect on y according to R1 and not
marked negative: 43.
 We conclude incorrect that x has no effect on y according to R1 and not
marked negative: 113104.
 Number of conclusions negated by an acyclicity check: 34
 Number of conclusions negated by a transitivity check: 83

The analysis over more thresholds of the simulated data shows us that the
our method will not find an accurate prediction. With the dataset of 24576
samples, the best thresholds we found gave about 56.7% correct predictions.
We tried datasets with varying amounts of samples, ranging from 32 to 24576.
We noticed that increasing the amount of samples improved the predictions
slightly. We suspect that our prediction correctness is that low due to the
overlap of the independences and dependencies in the correlation coefficient.
Figure 2 shows that almost all dependencies and independences overlap. When
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deriving an independence you have like 50% chance to guess correct. Compared
to the independences, the dependencies cover a larger spectrum so for a part of
the dependencies we can make a correct prediction. That part is so small that
it is too insignificant to infer good conclusions.

4

Future work

We have shown that with the our method we did not find an accurate prediction of what will happen with a gene knock-out. The correlation values from
dependent and independent genes have too much overlap. Due to that problem our algorithm was unable to yield correct conclusions. We have also shown
that increasing the amount of samples does not improve the situation enough.
Nevertheless there is room for further research. Possible fields of interest are:
 Test with the measured yeast cell data. The data set contains real knockout experiments of 234 genes. As explained in Section 3.3, comparing
the results by hand would take a lot of time. An algorithm could be
developed to derive the correctness of the generated conclusions. In our
research we have used simulated data to get a general idea whether the
algorithm works or not. It might be possible that our simulation is not
representative for the measured data.
 Increase the amount of samples even more. We have seen that when the
amount of samples is increased the difference between correlation values
dependencies and independencies grows. The amount of 24576 samples
we used is already impractical to measure from real yeast cells though.
 Variate the amount of genes. It is possible that the algorithm works for
just a few genes at a time. It is also possible that we need more genes to
find causal relations. We tested the correlation coefficients on all the 5362
genes. We only derived the conclusions for the first 512 genes. Calculating
all the minimal independencies requires more computer resources than we
had available.
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A
θi
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

Thresholds applied to correlation coefficients
θd
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8

Correcti
1607893
1607893
1607893
1607893
1607893
1607893
1607893
1607893
1993349
1993349
1993349
1993349
1993349
1993349
1993349
1993349
1993349

W rongi
2866438
762997
110304
7428
187
1
0
0
4585589
2866438
762997
110304
7428
187
1
0
0

Correctd
3450289
960552
163995
23916
8036
4376
2340
1066
5466196
3450289
960552
163995
23916
8036
4376
2340
1066

W rongd
1877058
1877058
1877058
1877058
1877058
1877058
1877058
1877058
2327705
2327705
2327705
2327705
2327705
2327705
2327705
2327705
2327705

Table 1: Thresholds applied to correlation coefficients in simulated data with
24576 samples. Actual independencies = 6578940, actual dependencies =
7793901

B
θci
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

Thresholds applied to conditional (in)dependencies
θcd
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.1
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.1

Correcti
53642864
53642864
53642864
53642864
53642864
53642864
60741016
60741016
60741016
60741016
60741016
60741016

W rongi
128628
38
0
0
0
0
128628
38
0
0
0
0

Correctd
20569088
16171962
13374380
11306254
9729932
6054736
20569088
16171962
13374380
11306254
9729932
6054736

W rongd
40163072
40163072
40163072
40163072
40163072
40163072
51993586
51993586
51993586
51993586
51993586
51993586

Table 2: Thresholds applied to conditional (in)dependencies in simulated data
with 24576 samples. Actual independencies = 60869644, actual dependencies =
72562676
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